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Abstract

In this study, we explained the different links existing between some addic-
tive goods, like tobacco, alcohol or drugs in the United States. To achieve this
aim, we used a quarterly data from BEA (Bureau of Economic Analysis) and
we considered a representative agent for the period from 1992 to 2016. Also, we
used an AIDS model to calculate elasticities.
In a technical review of literature, we exposed the AIDS theory in detail and
it historical evolution. Then, we proceeded to an econometric analysis of the
model using our database. After this analysis, we decided to work with a first
differential model improved by the Cochrane-Orcutt correction. According to
our results, the four goods considered (tobacco, alcohol, drugs and food) are
normal and ordinary. Moreover, we found a link of substitution between alcohol
and tobacco, whereas drugs and food seem to be complementary.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In this research, we have sought to highlight the links between the consumption
of food, tobacco, alcohol and drugs.Thus, we have chosen to use Deaton and
Meullbauer’s AIDS model, which allows us to calculate elasticities and highlight
the possible links of complementarity or substitutability between the selected
goods.

This analysis seemed interesting to us, particularly from the point of view of
public health, in order to know the exact interactions between these goods and
thus to be able to set up consistent policies consistent with the announced ob-
jectives (e. g. a reduction in tobacco consumption and therefore the objective
of reducing cardiovascular diseases or the decrease in medecines consumption,
thus improving the social security gap).To do this, we chose a coherent utility
sub-function, a prerequisite for this type of analysis.

Those data can be divised into categories which is defined according to dif-
ferent stage budgeting demand model. At the highest level of aggregation total
private consumption is determined. At the next level of aggregation, the cat-
egories are services, nondurable goods, durable goods. The aggregation level
below this divide services into categories. Finally, these categories are divised
into subgroups.
This utility function actually includes all the goods to be ingested for bodily
well-being (food, alcohol, medicine, tobacco). And it therefore corresponds to
the tangible well-being acquired by the consumption of these goods by the or-
ganism.

The detailed US data available on the BEA (Bureau of Economic Analysis)
website has enabled us to access the consumption expenditure of our 4 goods
but also their consumer price indices. It is a fact that the basic theoretical
AIDS model is expressed in prices term. The prices are logarithmic therefore in
percentage terms for the variations, operating with base 100 price indexes for
2009 does not seem to be problematic.

We then chose to use quarterly data over an enough long period to have a
lot of points (100) but relatively short to take into account a period when con-
sumption patterns remain relatively stable. The 1992-2016 period has been
choose as the period in which the advantages of the system have been brought
together, in addition to being the most recent period possible.

The technical constraint of our approach is essentially based on the composition
of an American representative agent. Indeed, we accessed to U. S. macroeco-
nomic data, we decided, thanks to the U. S. demographics figures, to calculate
the characteristics of this representative agent for each period. The main ques-
tion then was what age bracket to apply for this calculation. Finally, we took
the entire American population because our utility function depends on food-
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stuffs and medicines as well as alcohol and tobacco. Indeed, we could not take
an adult category (minors were not supposed to consume alcohol) because of
the inconsistency on food or drugs (consumed by the whole population). Also,
the evolution of mores during our period and the effective application of the
law bring about so many constraints making our analyse more complicated. We
then retrieved the annual U. S. demographics figures for the period and applied
them to the 4 quarters of each year. Since, we are comparing trends over time
and we will use an representative individual.

This construction of a representative agent remains the main drawback of our
survey because of the loss of microeconomic information that results from a
macroeconomic analysis and because of the difficulties in correctly defining this
representative agent (age class problem to remember). It was not forgotten
also that this representative agent compels us not to introduce socio-economic
variables to our model (initially pressured in the theoretical model). After this
introduction, we will begin our research with an important literature review to
shed light on the specificities of the AIDS model.

Then we will follow with an analysis of our database including a treatment
of the econometric problems essential to a good interpretation and interpreta-
tion of our results. Finally, a conclusion will enable us to summarize the broad
outlines of our research.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Demand for goods

The purpose of this section is to develop consumer demand theory. We’ll under-
line all empirical and research works under the functional function form. This
will be based on the theory of maximizing utility for a consumer and then on
the theory of preferences to explain utility sub-functions.

Varian define a full system as “A full demand system describes how the con-
sumption of a basket of goods changes after a price and/or budget change”.

The main problems raise by theory are to approximate the best functional
form to predict the consumer behavior subject to technical estimation con-
straints (linear-linear models, log-linear or log linear models) and axioms and
constraints respectful such as additivity constraints, homogeneity, integrability.
Assumptions on the log-log form imply that constants are elasticities whereas a
linear-linear form implies that marginal productivity is constant.

The flexible functional forms: approximate utility direct or indirect function
with a functional form in order to constitute an unknown function approxima-
tion.

2.1.1 Consumer preference

To explain this part, we will place ourselves in the choice theory. The main
objective is to develop a theory of rational decision-making under uncertainty
with the minimum sets of reasonable assumptions possible.

Consumer are assumed to make these rational decisions among thousands of
alternatives. To characterize consumer preferences with a cardinal continue
utility function, it is assumed that the consumer is rational and checks 5 ax-
ioms. All individuals are assumed to make completely rational and consistent
decisions.

Preference consumer are decline into 5 main axioms.

1. Comparability (also known as completeness) ∀ p,q p>q p<q p∼q

2. Transitivity (also known as consistency) ∀p,q if p>q and q>z then p>z

3. Strong Independence ∀p,q,z,∀α ε [0,1] if p>q then αp+(1-α)z> αq+(1-α)z

4. Measurability (cardinal utility) ∀p,q,z if p>q>z then ∃α,β ε [0,1] with
p+(1-α) z>q>βq+(1-β)z

5. Ranking (cardinal utility) We have L(x,z:α) a gambing with a probabiliy
α to gain x and (1-α) to gain z then if x≥y≥z and x≥u≥z if y ˜L(x,z:α1

)and u∼L(x,z:α2 ) and α1 >α2 then y>u, if α1=α2 then y∼u
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An additional hypothesis may be added to represent consumer behaviour.
Strong Separability (additive): Direct utility noted u (x1 ... xn )=

∑
iui

(xi ) and marginal utility of good i does not depend on good j ∂ui∂uj
=0,

∀i 6= j (cf A non-parametric analysis of personal sector on consumption,
liquid, assets, and leisure).

2.1.2 Utility function

The 5 axioms and the following assumption which is “People are greedy, prefer
more wealth than less ” allows us to develop an expected utility theorem and
actually apply the rule of :

max E[u(w)] = max
∑
iαi u (wi) in the general cas w represents the wealth

of the individual i

The properties of the function obtained in this method can be deduced. This
function is strictly concave and twice derivable since the preferences are sup-
posed strictly convex. Moreover, the Utility function must have two main prop-
erties:

• Order preserving

• Expected utility can be used to rank combinations of risky alternatives

However, utility function is unique to individuals. There is no way to com-
pare one individual’s utility function with another individual’s utility. Interper-
sonal comparisons individual’s utility are not possible.

2.1.3 Utility Maximisation: Primal qi=g(y,p)

Maximizing utility represents the minimal expenditure required to reach a given
level of utility.

Maximizing utility under budgetary constraint correspond to a Marshallian sys-
tem. The Marshallian system is also called uncompensated. Indeed, we’re trying
to maximize utility under budget constraints. We know the price index but we
are not able to determine the usefulness of the individual (we only approximate
it with the Laspeyres index). Thus, the income compensation given to the con-
sumer corresponds to overcompensation (the new line goes through the initial
point).

Under these hypothesis, the investor is rational and will thus change his utility
curve since he is no longer at the tangence between the optimal basket and his
budget constraint. Thus, the Marshallian request contains on the one hand in-
come effects and on the other hand substitution effects (assumed always inferior
to 0).
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Max u(q) subject to y =
∑
i piq i where q is a commodites’ vector q = (q1 ... qn )

Properties of indirect utility functions (Indirect utility functions take two
arguments, a price vector p and the income y)

• Decrease relative to prices

• Increase relative to income

• Homogeneous in degree 0 with respect to the price’s vector and the income
y

• Quasi-concave with respect to price

• Continuous in relation to income and prices

Roy’s identity allows us to obtain Marshallian demand functions by report-
ing the indirect utility function in relation to price on the same indirect function
on income. The marginal rate of substitution correlates with the substitution of
good j for good i is defined as the change in the quantity of good j necessary to
compensate for a small change in good i so that the usefulness of the consumer
remains constant.

TMSij = - dxi
dxj

=- ∂u
∂xi

/ ∂u
∂xj

We can thus define two types of compensation: Slutsky’s compensation and
Hick-Allen’s compensation. The first one represents respectively an overcom-
pensation while the second one corresponds to an exact compensation (Proof:
Appendix).

2.1.4 Minimization of expenditure: The dual (xi=h(u,p))

The cost is equal to the minimum expenditure to reach the utility level u with
the price system p. The dual problem is to minimize the total expenditure
that is required to reach a given level of utility. In this case it is referred
to as Hicksian demand or compensated demand. Indeed, to solve our pro-
gram it is assumed that utility is fixed so the income compensation no longer
passes through the initial point but is tangent to the indifference curve be-
fore the price change. It is often argued that Hicksian’s demand contains
only substitution effects, since it exceeds itself along a curve of indifference.
In this section, we make a minimization under constraint that the utility is fixed.

Properties of cost functions:

• Homogeneous level 1 on prices C(u,λ p)= λ C(u,p)

• C is increasing in u and p due to the non-saturation axiom

• C is concave in p
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• C is continuous is differential twice in p

• Shepard’s Lemma

Shepard’s lemma is an application of the envelope theorem, so to obtain the
Hicksian demand functions of a good i it is enough to derive the cost function
by its price pi.

Hicksian demand functions are obtainable from a derivation of the cost function
(Shepard’s Lemma). They respect the following properties:

• Homogeneous degree 0 with respect to p

• Derivatives of the Hicksian demand prices are symmetrical
∂hj
∂pk

= ∂hk
∂pj

• Negativities the matrix of first derivatives of Hicksian demand is semi-
defined negative (comes directly from concavity of cost functions)

2.1.5 Duality and consumer demand

We mean duality of programs with maximizing satisfaction under budget con-
straint or minimizing spending to achieve a given level of satisfaction.
It is important to identify the link between the Marshallian demand function
and the Hicksian demand function: they come from a minimization program
for one and a minimization program for the other. Even if they depend on
different arguments, the optimums given by these functions are equal. How-
ever, even if we obtain common optimums the demand functions are potentially
different by their conditioning: constant Y nominal income or constant u utility.

However, it is possible to switch from a compensated demand to an uncom-
pensated demand. If you take a cost function and use Shepard’s Lemma, we
obtain xi=hi (u,p)= hi [ Ψ(y,p),p]=gi (y,p) ou Ψ (y,p) represents indirect util-
ity.

Similarly, if you start with a direct utility function, you have xi= gi (y,p)=gi
[c(u,p)]= hi (u,p)

We will define the first theorem concerning the optimization of consumption
decisions. We have an equivalence of optimization

Primal : maxx u(x1 ... xn ) subject to
∑
i pixi⇔ Dual : minx C(u,p)=

∑
i pixi

subject to u(x) = u0 Proof: Appendix

2.1.6 The Slutsky equation

The Slutsky equation allows us to move from compensated elasticity (from a
Hicksian e demand system) to uncompensated elasticity (from a Marshallian de-
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mand).

We differentiate g and h relative to p : hi (u,p)= hi [Ψ(y,p),p]= gi (y,p)

∂hi
∂pk

= ∂gi
∂y xk + ∂gi

∂pk
with xk = ∂C

∂pk
→ Ecij = Encij +wiEjy

The first term to the right is the revenue effect. xk derived from the min-
imum cost relative to pk , ∂gi

∂y derived from demand relative to income, Ecij is
the compensated elasticity of good i to good j obtained from a Hicksian demand
function, Encij is the uncompensated elasticity of good i to good obtained from
a Marshallian demand function, wiEjy corresponds to the income effect with
the budgetary coefficient and the income elasticity to the good i.

The Slutsky equation allows us to move from compensated to uncompensated
elasticity.

2.1.7 Properties of demand functions

• Effect of a variation in income: Engel curves

The Engel curves describe changes in Marshallian demand as a function of
income m. Engels curves are usually represented in a reference (x, y) with
the x-axis representing expenditures and the y-axis representing income.
One can consider the example of ”family budgets between 1923 and 1933
by distinguishing between two subpopulations: worker-employees and the
middle classes”.
For an income m and for a price vector p the type of good can be char-
acterized as inferior or normal (the derivative of the demand function in
relation to income is > 0).

• Effect of a change in property price

The effects of a price variation of the property on Marshallian demand and
Hicksian demand are not the same. This difference is due to the different
effects contained in the applications. Indeed, the Hicksian demand is a
compensated demand or pure it is just continent of substitution effects.
The Marshallian demand is described as uncompensated demand and con-
tains substitution and revenue effects. Thus, we will first study the effect
of a variation in the price of good i on Hicksian demand.

According to Shepard’s lemma and the properties of demand functions
(concavity) we can obtain:

∂hi(p,y)
∂pi

<0

For Marshallian demand functions, we have ∂xi(p,m)
∂pi

= ∂hi(p,y)
∂pi

- xi (p,y)
∂xi(p,y)
∂y
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• Integrability of demand functions

A function is considered integrable if it results from a program of maximi-
sation (of the utility function) or minimization (of a cost function). The
integrability can always be verified, it is necessary that the Slutsky matrix
is semidefinite negative.

∂hj
∂pk

= ∂hk
∂pj

2.1.8 Restriction on elasticities

The maximisation of a complete demand system under budget constraint allows
us to get the restrictions that are directly testable. Maximisation of the utility
function under budget constraint automatically satisfies the main restrictions.

Additivity constraint y=
∑
ipi gi (y,p)

This additive constraint comes from the additive nature of the demand func-
tions and the budget exhaustion constraint. If we differentiate our budget con-
straint with respect to x, we get the so-called Engel aggregation in elasticity
form

∑
iwi Ei=1

However, if we differentiate with respect to p j we obtain Cournot aggrega-
tion -wj =

∑
iwi Eij Price and income additive constraint

∑
j E xi

pj

+Exi
y

= 0 if

we use the Euler theorem from the Marshallian demand equation, we obtain the
degree 0 homogeneity properties of the elasticities. The sum of the price and
expenditure elasticities is zero.

Negativity We have seen that one of the prerequisites for system integrabil-
ity comes from the equality of cross-Hicksian demands with respect to prices.
Moreover, due to the convexity of preferences, the matrix is almost concave. It
must therefore be semi defined as negative Eii+ wi Ei ≤0

Constraint of symmetry on price elasticities ∂hi
∂pj

= ∂2C(u,p)
∂pj∂pi

=∂2C(u,p)
∂pi∂pj

=
∂hj
∂pi

(according to Cauchy-Swartz).

2.2 The AIDS model

In this section, we’ll apply the whole theory to a complete application system.
The first problem is to choose a functional form that respects all the theoret-
ical constraints. The second problem is the estimation of the demand system.
Assuming that our representative individual is rational then we can derive a
utility function from it. From this utility function by maximizing or minimizing
the quantities, we will obtain the optimal quantities chosen by the consumer.
Price and income elasticities will also be derived directly from the specification
chosen for our demand system.
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In 1980 Deaton and Muellbauer, developed a flexible demand system called Al-
most Ideal demand system (AIDS). Their goal was to construct a model which
respect all constraints. The model is called almost ideal because it is linear in
the parameters (except for the prices), it is integrable and it respects the main
requirements imposed for complete demand systems (additivity, homogeneity,
integrability, negativity).

The specification and estimation of demand system. The AIDS system is the
result of a dual program. Indeed, it is a minimisation under constraint. This
minimization allows us to obtain Hicksian requests. Initially, the logarithm
of cost is first written according to the logarithm of minimal expenditure and
discretionary expenditure. This results in a linear utility function.

2.2.1 The trans-logarithm model (PIGLOG Model)

The budgetary coefficient is derived from the price of the cost function.

∂C(u,p)
∂ log pi

= piqi
C(u,p) = wi so wi = αi+

∑
j γij ln pj + βi log

(
y
p

)
+ µi (1) where P in

the price index ln P = α0 +
∑
k ln pk + 1

2

∑
k

∑
l γkl ln pk ln pl

The equation can be considered as a Marshallian demand function or not
compensated. Thus, we obtain the price elasticities of Marshallian demand.
Whereas the income elasticity for good i is

To explain the restrictions on the parameters we start from equation (1).

• Adding up : The additive constraint presupposes that we spend all our
income,

∑
i αi = 1,

∑
i βi =0 and

∑
j γij =0, ∀j

• Homogeneity of Degree zero, this constraint is known as the absence of
monetary illusion. It corresponds to the fact that a multiplication by a
scalar each of the components of the function does not modify the con-
sumer’s choices: it has no effect on the consumer’s demand

∑
i γij =0,

∀i

• Negativity Mt-matrix are semi definite negative, due to the convexity of
the preferences the matrix is concave

• Symmetry : γij = γji

The elasticities can thus be calculated in the trans-logarithm model. Encij =
δij + 1

wi
(γij - βi (αj +

∑
k γkj log (pk) ) where δij is the kroenecker delta (1 if

i=j, o if i 6= j ).

In the same expenditure elasticities are equal to εxi/y = 1 + βi
wi

Proof: From (1) we obtain : ∂wi
∂ ln y= βi , ∂wi

∂ ln y= ∂wi
∂y . ∂y

∂ ln y=
y.
∂pixi
∂y −pixi
y2 y=

∂pixi

∂y -wi so ∂pixi

∂y = βi + wi
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Exi/y = ∂(pixi)
∂y

y
pixi

= βi
wi

+ 1

We obtain the estimable form of the AIDS model (AER, 1980) define as un-
known model approximation connecting budgetary coefficient with ln price and
ln income. The system is almost linear (except for the expression of P); it is pos-
sible to calculate the price index before estimating the system and then estimate
by the OLS simply. One of the problems of the trans-logarithmic AIDS model
is the non-linearity of the model. To solve this problem Deaton and Muellbauer
proposed to use a geometric price index called the Stone Index.

2.2.2 The linear approach of the AIDS model (LA-AIDS)

The LA-AIDS model proves linearization of the trans-logarithmic model from a
geometric price index. The price elasticities can thus be calculated within the
linear model called LA-AIDS.

This index is thus noted as follows P =
∏

kpk
wk

• Uncompensated

– Indirect

εxi/pj =
αij−βiwj

wi
- δij where δij s the kronecker delta (1 si i = j , 0

si i 6= j )

– Direct

Exi/pi =
αij
wi

- βi − 1

• Compensated

The slutsky equation give us Ecij = Enc ij + wi Eiy so we have Ec ij=
αij−wjβi

wi
- δij + wj

(
βi
wi

+ 1
)

=
αij
wi

+wj -δij

2.2.3 Habits forming and other dynamics

Anderson and Blundell in 1983 undertook a dynamic reformulation of the utility
function to allow for the differentiation of short-and long-term behaviours. They
show that the conventional form of the AIDS model does not explain complex
consumer decisions. They show that the system doesn’t take into account the
cost of habits and cost adjustment. In order to describe more accurately the
behaviour of the agents, it is necessary to lag the budget coefficient. However,
with this new type of model does not satisfy the additive constraint.

Allesie and Kapteyn (1991) proposed a new specification of the model to re-
spect this additive constraint. In this model, the additive constraint can be
written as follows

∑
i θij = 0

wit = αi + βi (ln xt - ln Pt ) +
∑
j θij wj,t-1 +

∑
i ln pjt

12



This model permits us to distinguish between short and long-term periods.
Thus, we can deduce on the one hand short-term elasticities that do not con-
tain adjustments and on the other hand long-term elasticities that take into
account changes in habits. In order to calculate the long-term elasticities, it is
necessary to equalize all the budgetary shares, i. e. to impose wt= wt-1 = w

The drawback with this method comes particularly from the long-term elas-
ticity. Indeed, the return to equilibrium can take several time periods and thus
give us unstable or even biased elasticities.

2.2.4 Separability and two state budgeting

In this context, it is assumed that the consumer will spend his income in dif-
ferent steps. The first step is to allocate your income to broad categories of
assets. In the second step, we will divide more finely into sub-categories of each
expense. Thus, this distribution is a function of individual income and prices in
each of the groups and subgroups.

Deaton and Muellbauer have shown that this approach means that a change
in the price of one good in one group affects demand for all other goods in other
groups in the same way as it affects demand for all other goods in other groups.

Thus, the AIDS model is used to determine budget shares within a sub-category.

Arrow’s theorem (1959) suggests that if WARP (weak axiom reveal preference)
is respected then there is a preference transitivity that implies the integra-
bility of preferences so there is a representative utility function. Samuelson’s
conjecture on the contrary has shown that WARP is not enough to ensure a
representative utility. He showed that there was a requirement for SARP to en-
sure transitivity of preferences (demonstrated later by Ville and Houthakker).
The Ville and Houthakker (1946-1950) theorem implies that an acyclicity of
preferences (Strong Axiom Reveal Preference and Generalized Axiom Reveal
Preference) gives us a utility function representative of preferences. Scheme of
GARP, SARP, and WARP

Gorman (1959), Deaton and Muellbauer (1980) consumer preferences are said
to be weakly separable if they can be represented by a utility function. This
utility function is of the form: u= f (v1 (q1), ..., vn (qn))

In order to maximize consumer satisfaction, he will maximize each of his
sub-category vi (qi).

According to Jung (2000) a necessary and sufficient condition for the second
condition is the weak separability of the utility function. For Phillips (1974) to
be separable, the MST for two goods in a utility function must be independent
for any other goods in a different utility.
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One of the drawbacks of this method is that one cannot replace the price of each
of the goods in a group by a geometric index, one must know the preferences
and sub-divisions of the consumer.

2.2.5 New approaches (QUAIDS models)

Main drawbacks of this model:

• Behaviour characteristics not taken into account

• The information is known at the household level but not at the individ-
ual level, for this purpose it would be necessary to estimate equivalence scales

• Validation problem: homogeneity is always rejected and different tests suggest
a misspecification of the behaviour dynamics.

The QUAIDS model has been developed by Banks, Blundell, Lewbel based
on a quadratic extension of the AIDS model (Beaton and Muellbauer). This
model adds a quadratic effect to the income.

wi= αi +
∑
j γij ln pj + βi log (yp ) + βi

b(p) ( ln(y)
p )2

The QUAIDS forms raise the main drawback of the Engel curves, namely
the linearity of the Engel curves. Quadratic forms allow non-linearities in the
functional equation. This model respects the same constraints as the AIDS
model: symmetry, additive and homogeneity.
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3 ECONOMETRIC ANALYSIS

First of all, we applied the AIDS model to our level base, applying the ad-
ditive, homogeneity and integrability constraints, thanks to the ”proc model”
command and we realized a battery of tests and graphs to carry out an initial
diagnosis on the ”econometric health” of our model.

This first simple analysis will enable us to detect and become aware of econo-
metric problems related to our database and the AIDS model itself. After this
step, we can then try to solve these problems to obtain the cleanest possible
analysis of our elasticities.

3.1 Preliminary analysis

To begin this analysis, we look at this simple descriptive table, where we can
see the minimums, maximums, averages and standard deviations of our explana-
tory and explained variables. For example, we can see that food accounts for the
majority of budget expenditure with an average of 58%. Then comes tobacco
spending with 22% of the budget on average. Far behind we finally find alcohol
(9%) and medicines (8%).
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We have produced a graph showing the evolution of budgetary coefficients over
time. We note that the budgetary coefficient for food has fallen significantly and
steadily over the period 1992-2016, from 68% to 51%. Quasi-symmetrically, the
budgetary coefficient allocated to tobacco increased from 13% to 32% over the
same period. Finally, the budgetary coefficients for drugs and alcohol remained
relatively stable around their respective averages. In conclusion, it can be seen
that the significant decrease in relative food expenditure was almost entirely
offset by an increase in relative tobacco expenditure.

This graph shows the evolution of the logarithm of the price indices over the
period. We note that the evolution is constant and moderate for food, tobacco
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and alcohol prices. The price of tobacco appears to be the strongest, while
the price of alcohol appears to be the weakest; between the two is the price of
food. Finally, the price evolution of medicines is as atypical as it is spectacular.
Indeed, we are witnessing a discontinuous but spectacular increase (more than
3 times higher than the others over the whole period).

We are working on time series, and thank to this first informations, we will
test our variable stationnarity, in order to know the form to use (in level or
first difference). For this, we have decided to realise Dickey-Fulller’s test. We
present you here the following results :

The results are categoricals ; we broadly accept the non stationnarity nul
hypothesis. Inded, all p-values obtain are broadly superior to 5% risk, with
values betwen 50% to 80%. To detail our analyse and to be aware of all the
present problems in our model system, we have decided to realise a few tests
and analyse some graphics.
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First of all, we have here a table summarizing our 3 models. We can notice
here that the best fitted model is that of alcohol (lowest MSE) but that the
orders of magnitude of the 3 models are similar. Also, we see that R2 (as
well as R2 adjusted) is the most important for the diet (0.9 compared to 0.5
for drugs and 0.4 for alcohol). However, we give these figures as an illustration,
since all the models are essential for our analysis and these figures are of relative
importance in our approach. More interestingly, we have the statistics of Durbin
Watson giving us information on the auto-correlation of order 1. Here the test
is largely concluded with a correlation coefficient greater than 0 (dW<dL).

Here we performed the white test and a Breusch pagan test (testing a residue
variance according to a linear function of our explanatory variables) to test the
heteroscedasticity of the model. The results are unanimous: For the 3 models
and according to the 2 types of test the models are heteroscedastic at the risk
of first species of 1 per 1000 (value <0.001).

Finally, we have our battery of residue normality. For the 3 models, the
test of Shapiro Wilk rejects nul hypothesis of normality at 5% risk for food and
alcohol and 10% for drugs. The Skewness mardia test (testing zero centering)
accepts skewness=0, while mardia kurtosis rejects the normal distribution (kur-
tosis different from 3). Finally, Henze Zirkler’s test rejects him the hypothesis
of normality at risk 0.0001.This test set allows us to show the anormality of the
residues in general in our model system.
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Here, we present you only the graph for w food, but keep in mind that the
graphs of alcohol or drugs are very similar. We have put all the other graphs in
the appendix.

This graphical analysis will allow us to confirm the test results, if not deepen
our analysis. To do this, we will read the graph from left to right and from bot-
tom to top. First of all, the first graph shows an alternation by block between
positive and negative values of our studentized residues. This alerts us to the la-
tent presence of heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation of residues. The second
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graph shows us the evolution of w-food over the period and the trend of this one:
we see a downward trend (as seen previously) but some points come out of this
trend. The third graph represents the aberrant points across the cook distance.
We notice an aberrant point exceeding 0.04. The fourth graph represents the
normality of the residues: the points must be on the bisector. We notice that
on the queues this is not respected. The fifth graph shows the distribution of
residues that do not appear to comply with normal law. Finally, the ACF (Auto
Correlation Function), PACF (Partial ACF) and IACF (Inverse ACF) graphs
show the presence of autocorrelation. The ACF shows an autocorrelation up
to order 6. However, the PACF, taking into account the influence of the first
autocorrelation on the following ones, shows us that the true autocorrelation is
of order 1.

All these tests, graphics, in particulary our Dickey-Fuller’s test make us con-
sider a first difference model, in order to correct our variabales non-stationnarity.
We have also seen the dozens of problems in our model: heteretoscedasticity,
residues abnormality, autocorrelation or again outlier spots.

3.2 First-difference model

We apply the following formula to obtain our first-difference model :

yt - yt-1 = α + (xt -xt-1)β + U
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According to Dickey-Fuller test, we can observe the reject (with a 1% risk) of
our variabe non-stationnarity (w present the food’s test yet, but the results are
the same for all the other variables).

We can also observe it in our graphics with our new variables. Indeed, our
variables seem to be stable around to 0 ( indicating 1 order moments are con-
stants in the time). Variations, especially for drugs, meanning the potentially
presence of heteroscedastictiy. We now present the post validation test of our
models before starting one analyse of our coefficients.
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The diagnosis of multicollinearity is based on PCA analysis. Here we focus on
the most important eigenvalues associated with the lowest number of conditions.
Here we retain the first 3 axes because after them the break occurs. To testify to
the absence of collinearity, eigenvalues must be significant and associated with
low variance proportions. This is the case here for our 3 own values retained,
testifying to the absence of multicollinearity.

The important information is the improvement of autocorrelation. But there is
always autocorrelation to order 1 for the 3 models. Indeed, dL is equal to 1.57
and dW<dL for food and alcohol, testifying of a ρ>0, and dW> 4-dL for drugs,
testifying of a ρ<0.
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Heteroscedasticity has been improved. Indeed, we accept homoscedasticity with
White and Breusch-Pagan test for foods and alcohol (pvalue> 0.05). However,
white test conludes to heteroscedasticity for drugs (pvalue<0.05).

All the normality’s tests are normal and accept the normality of the residues.
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The graphs confirm the conclusions raise by the tests: the normality of the
residues is obvious, autocorrelation (visible on the PACF in particular) is largely
reduced.

3.3 Cochrane-Orcutt correction

We wanted to apply a method learned in econometrics to definitely correct the
autocorrelation: the Cochrane Orcutt method. We present to you the basic
principle of this one. In the following study, we consider only estimate values,
so Ω, ε, ρ, MH, are estimated.
In our case, the covariance variance matrix of residues is of the following form:
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V (ε) = σ2
uΩ =

σ2
u

1−ρ2


1 ρ ρt ρt−1

ρ 1 ρ ρt

ρt ρ 1 ρ
ρt−1 ρt ρ 1


The objective is then to find the matrix M such as M’ M=Ω−1 where :

MH =


√

1− ρ2 0 0 0
−ρ 1 0 0
0 −ρ 1 0
0 0 −ρ 1


For this matrix MH , we have to find the 3 correlation coeffcients (of the 3mod-
els). To do this, we use the residues from our first analysis and regress for each
of the three models in relation to the εt-1 according to the following model:

εt = ρεt−1 + ut

Here, there are the results with the three correlation coefficients.
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Finally, by multiplying all our X and Y by the matrix MH , we obtain the fol-
lowing model:

√
1− ρ2 Y1 =

√
1− ρ2 X1β + ε1

Y2 -ρY1 = (X2 - ρX1)β + ε2 − ρε1
Y3 -ρY2 = (X3 - ρX2)β + ε3 − ρε2
[...]
Y100 -ρY99 = (X100 - ρX99)β + ε100 − ρε99

This model is obtained by using Prais Winten’s method. We have 100 ob-
servations. We then chose to make the method of Cochrane Orcutt which is
none other than a Prais Witten where the first line is removed.

The DW test is very concluent and reject the autocorrelation with a ρ=0 in
the 3 models (dU<dW<4-dU).

But the heteroscedasticity is always present in the drugs model for the white
test (pvalue<0.05).
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At this step, we wanted to apply the QGLS method in order to correct het-
eroscedasticity, thanks to the residues we recovered from the first regression.
After having squared them, we then performed the square root (objective to
obtain the standard deviations of each point). Then we estimated the model
system as follows:

Yn
σn

= Xn
σn β + εn

σn

The purpose of this method is to obtain constant residue variances (=1) and
thus to make heteroscedasticity disappear. But this method, very good in the
theory, doesn’t work in our model and doesn’t improve the heteroscedasticity.
Then we wanted to apply White’s robust estimator methods, taking into ac-
count the strong heteroscedasticity of our model.

Vwβ = σ2(X ′X)−1X ′ΩX(X ′X)−1

Unfortunately, we were unable to apply this method because it was not avail-
able on pig model. In our research, we came across the GMM method, which
after an instrumentation allows us to take into account heteroscedasticity and
autocorrelation present in our system. The results were then staggering with
significant coefficients at less than 0.001 of first species risk and constraints not
rejected. This miracle solution seemed a little suspicious to us and as we do not
control it because we never learned it, we preferred to abandon this solution.
While searching for solutions in the literature, we came across corrections of
seasonality (present in particular on our quarterly data) with the use of the sine
and cosine functions of dates. The absence of control for this method prompted
us to abandon this solution after inconclusive results.
Finally, we keep our model in first-difference imporved with Cochrane-Orcutt
method. Indeed, this model present a stationnarity, mulitcolinearity missing,
residues normality, no autcorrelation and homoscedasticity excepted for the
drugs white test (Breusch Pagan acepts homoscedasticity).

The last problem we have to deal with is outliers. There are indeed some
of them. Analyzing them in our database, we realize that these points are not
measurement or filling errors but very realistic economic realities. We decide
to keep them because it would diminish the information and it does not seem
justified to deliberately remove points that represent a tangible reality. How-
ever, we tried to run our model without these points, and this has not improved
any econometric problem. (see appendix). In addition to this we see that new
aberrant points have appeared and this pursuit of purification of the base seems
endless. So, we keep our initial base. This is the final coefficients table :
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Remark that the 3 homogeneity restrictions are accepted (pvalue>0.05). The
confidence intervals were set primarily to cross-reference them with the prelimi-
nary model intervals because in theory, the parameters should not be differents.
We note that this rule confirms the intervals overlapping each time.
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3.4 Calculate and analysis of elasticity

First of all, we will remain very cautious about the interpretations made in this
subpart. Indeed, as seen previously, heteroscedasticity, although diminished, is
still present in the drugs model. For this reason, our results should be analyzed
with caution. We will interpret that the elasticities having in their equations
coefficients at least significant to 10%. We calculate these elasticities thanks to
the answers given in part 1.

3.4.1 Income elasticities

First of all we notice that food, alcohol and medicines are normal goods that
are called priorities (0<E<1). For example, if income increases by 1%, food
consumption will increase by 0.83%. Tobacco is also a normal good but can be
described as luxury goods (E>1). Indeed, if income increases by 1%, tobacco
consumption will increase by 1.67%. None of the goods here is a lower good
(E<1)
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3.4.2 Direct price elasticity

Here we notice that the compensated elasticity of the income effect is lower
in absolute terms than the uncompensated elasticity for all goods, which is
logical according to the Slutsky equation as goods are normal. Also, we notice
an elasticity between 0 and -1, which shows that the 3 goods considered are
ordinary: if the price increases then we consume less of the good. These results
make perfect sense. This is in opposition to the Giffen properties.
Note: due to lack of significance, we cannot obtain the direct price elasticity
of alcohol. However, in the rest of our analysis, especially for cross-elasticities,
we assume the weak hypothesis that alcohol is an ordinary and therefore non-
Giffen good (If the price of alcohol increases its consumption decreases ceteris
paribus).

3.4.3 Indirect price elasticity

Here we see that the compensated indirect elasticity is higher each time than the
uncompensated elasticity, which is still in agreement with the Slutsky equation
of normal goods. We note that food and alcohol, as well as food and tobacco
or alcohol and drugs are independent goods, as shown by indirect elasticities
very close to 0. This shows that food and alcohol and tobacco are in fact goods
of different use and have no real link to consumption. It’s interesting is to see
the independence between drugs and alcohol, when it could have been assumed
that drugs could be a substitute for alcohol in the search for anti-stress drugs,
for instance. We see that food and drugs appear to be complementary (indirect
elasticity<0). This can be explained as follows: to have a healthy body, you
need a given amount of food (to feed yourself) and an amount of medication
given each year to treat illness (hence the usefulness of both Leontief-like goods).
Finally, very interestingly, we see a substitution link (indirect elasticity>0) be-
tween alcohol and tobacco. This is the main link that we wanted to test and
suspected at the beginning of the study, and we see here that alcohol is substi-
tutable for tobacco and this is easily understandable if we consider the anti-stress
effects of the 2 goods.
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4 CONCLUSION

We want to finish this paper by a contrasted conslusion. On the one hand we
will emphasize the main weak spots of our study, and on the other hand we will
mentione the good results obtained in the previous part.

The first criticism is based on the content of our database. We wanted to work
with the AIDS model to analyze agents’ behaviour in relation to addictive goods
such as alcohol or tobacco. Faced with the difficulty of finding a microeconomic
base with the necessary variables (consumption, price, etc.), and constrained
by our favorite subject, we decided to work with a representative agent. In-
deed, having found that macroeconomic data, this alternative seemed to us to
be the best way of dealing with our subject despite everything. However, this
method has forced us to lose a consequent amount of microeconomic informa-
tion. Working as a panel or in cross-section would certainly have allowed us
to obtain more clear-cut results and would have allowed us to overcome certain
econometric problems more easily.

The second critical reflection is to recognize the difficulty of defining a coherent
utility sub-function. Indeed, this stage is always subject to the subjectivity of
the researchers, and always open to criticism. Our model partially answered
the issues raised by our utility sub-function. We have highlighted several links
of independence between certain properties, thus demonstrating that the agents
did not necessarily integrate the properties we had retained in the same utility
function. To illustrate this, we can take as an example the link of independence
between food and alcohol. These 2 goods seem to belong to 2 different utility
functions, one could be the function of ”vital consumption”, while the second
one would be ”pleasure consumption”.

Finally, the third criticism, the many problems we tried to solve with more or
less success. So, we did not manage to completely eliminate the heteroscedas-
ticity of our model. Although the Breusch Pagan test is conclusive, it relies on
a linear function of the explanatory variables we assumed. The white test, more
objective, does not reject heteroscedasticity for drugs model. We can also note
that some of the techniques learned in progress, although unstoppable on paper
(e. g. QGLS), gave us disappointing results. This has allowed us to become
aware of the gulf that sometimes exists between theory and practice.

But we will finish on a good note and mention the good points brought by
our research. First of all, the many econometric problems we encountered al-
lowed us to use many correction techniques. In particular, we can cite the
Cochrane-Orcutt model, which almost completely corrected the autocorrection
of our model.

After having enumerated the limits of our research, we can also highlight the
very interesting results obtained in terms of elasticity. Indeed, we were able
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to show that our goods were normal goods (increase in consumption with in-
come) and ordinary goods (decrease in consumption with price). But beyond
this result, we were able to highlight the complementary link between food and
medicines, in a country where social security coverage is much lower than in
France. If the price of drugs increases and decreases real income, then the U.
S. consumer will reduce both food and drug costs to maintain optimal health.
Finally, the substitution link between tobacco and alcohol put forward by our
research is something quite strong and makes it possible to obtain new essential
knowledge, for example when implementing a health policy.

With an access to more detailed data, a good field for a future research could be
the study of the links between alcohol, tobacco and drugs with some addictive
foods like sweeties or fast foods.
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